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Blue Sea Urchin Underpants
1999-2003, 303×340mm,
fabric (underwear), 
oil-based pen, acrylic paint

Salmon Roe on Rice Underpants
1999-2003, 298×332mm,
fabric (underwear), 
oil-based pen, acrylic paint

Salmon Roe Pajamas
1999, 
(pajama top): 590×1530mm,
(pajama bottom): 920×794mm,
fabric (pajamas), oil-based pen, 
acrylic paint, sewing thread

Poodle
2000, 407×320mm,
paper, colored pencil, water-based ink pen

Congo Tetra
1999, 217×267mm,

paper, colored pencil, water-based ink pen

Museum slated to reopen in spring 2020, 
with Art Brut becoming a key part of the collection

Opened in 1984, the Museum of Modern Art, Shiga, is situated 
on sloping parkland overlooking Lake Biwa and Mt. Hiei, one 
of the most sacred sites of Japanese Buddhism, and features 
an outstanding collection ranging from Japanese-style painting 
and crafts to contemporary art. The museum is currently in the 
midst of a total renovation with architectural design by the 
world-renowned firm SANAA. Its collection will be expanded 
to include Buddhist art and Art Brut, both of which will have 
their own dedicated galleries.
When the museum reopens in spring 2020 it will be, more 
than ever before, a place where visitors can immerse 
themselves in fascinating art of many eras and genres.

Seeing Art Brut in Shiga

Unique exhibition facility 
in a renovated historic Japanese house

Borderless Art Museum NO-MA opened in June 2004 in a 
renovated townhouse from the early Showa Era (1926-1989), 
in a nationally designated historic preservation district in 
Omi-Hachiman, Shiga. This distinctive museum, where works 
by persons with disabilities are exhibited along with those of 
non-disabled persons, is a place where visitors “feel the 
universality of human creativity in a very real way.” The 
division between persons with disabilities and those without is 
just one of the “borders” NO-MA seeks to transcend, and the 
museum has jointly organized exhibitions not only with other 
museums in Japan such as the Hokkaido Asahikawa Museum 
of Art and the Museum of Modern Art, Saitama, but also with 
overseas institutions including the Collection de l’Art Brut in 
Lausanne, Switzerland and La Halle Saint-Pierre, Paris.

Borderless Art Museum NO-MA  >>>  http://no-ma.jp

Yokohama Goldfish Hat Grandpa
around 2006, 862×615×592mm,
cone, styrofoam, doll, artificial flowers, 
plastic bottle, plastic string, etc.

Shimoda Takahiro

Miyama EijiroGamo Takuya
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